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About This Assessment
David took the Sample Assessment in Grade 11 English Language 
Arts in Spring 2017. This test asks students to answer questions 
that measure the knowledge and skills they need to be prepared 
for reading and writing in college and careers after high school.

If you have questions about this report, please talk to David's 
teacher or principal, or contact Lincoln School District at  
(800) 555-1234.

Next Steps
Turn to the second page to learn more about David's knowledge 
and skills in English. You will also find more information about his 
English scores for the last two years, and information about the 
scores for other 11th grade students in his school, district  
and state.

Level 5 Very strong understanding, 
               highly likely to be fully prepared

Level 4 Strong understanding, 
               likely to be fully prepared

Level 3 Moderate understanding, 
               likely to need additional support to be fully prepared

Level 2 Partial understanding, 
               likely to need substantial support to be fully prepared

Level 1 Minimal understanding, 
               highly likely to need substantial support to be fully prepared

David's Performance on the 11th Grade English Language Arts Assessment
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What the Results Mean
This report will help you answer many questions about the
development of David's literacy.

¥ What is David's Overall Score?

¥ How did David perform compared to other students in  
   Grade 11?

¥ How well did David learn specific knowledge and skills in  
   Grade 11 English Language Arts?

¥ How likely is David prepared for the next English course as well   
   as reading and writing in college and careers after high school?

2017 SAMPLE ASSESSMENT 

English Language Arts Family Report

Students who score in Level 3  
show Moderate Understanding 
of the expectations for their grade 
and are likely to need additional 
support to be fully prepared for
English in the next English course.  
They may need remediation for  
reading, writing, speaking and  
listening in college and careers after  
high school. These students should  
talk to their teachers and counselors 
about how to get extra help and
course selection for the remainder
of high school.
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English Language Arts Scoring Categories

David's Strengths &  
Areas for Improvement

David's strengths are in these areas:

¥ Referencing and comprehending grade       
   level literary (fiction - such as novel or  
   play) texts

¥ Demonstrating speaking and listening   
   skills

You can ask David's teachers:
What can we do at home, in class, at school to 
help him continue building his knowledge and 
skills in these areas?

David needs to improve his knowledge and 
skills in these areas:

¥ Responding to writing prompts and  
   drawing evidence from multiple sources 

¥ Referencing and comprehending grade  
   level informational (nonfiction - such as  
   magazine articles) texts

¥ Understanding, interpreting, and utilizing     
   standard English, grammar and usage

You can ask David's teachers:
What extra support at home, in class, at  
school does David need to help him improve  
his knowledge and skills in these areas?
Will you go over these results with David so  
he understands what he needs to do to be  
fully prepared?

Reading - 
Literary Text

Reading - 
Informational Text Writing Language 

Speaking 
& Listening
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David's ELA Performance Level over 
the Past 3 Years

David's Performance Compared  
Percent of students in each Performance Level. David's Level
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David's ELA Growth over  
the Past 3 Years
In 2017, David showed growth that 
was the same or better than 52% 
of other Grade 11 students across 
Jefferson State.
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At/Above Mastery Below Mastery Below Mastery Below Mastery At/Above Mastery

Can understand and 
analyze a range of 
complex literary
(fiction) texts

Needs additional 
support to understand 
and analyze complex 
informational
(nonfiction) texts

Needs additional 
support to write  
effectively

Needs additional  
support to understand, 
interpret, and utilize 
standard English

Can employ effective 
speaking and listening 
skills

Consortium States:
Adams, Franklin, Hancock, Hamilton, Jefferson


